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The fine arts assist in adding a charm

attention of
to the pro-

to the institution; and the
whole nations is summoned

ceedings;

whole

and

obey

nations

summons.
ட
Again, let but a suspicious dog
appearance,

make

the
his

and a hue and cry shall instantly

The
pervade whole cities and provinces.
to
suitable
s
ordinance
issue
y
shall
magistrac
,
the emergency
and the members of the
medical faculty, instructions how to proceed
for the preservation of persons who have the
misfortune

to

Without

be bitten.

doubt,

hydrophobia is infinitely more to be deprecated than drowning. But there is nothing in
the symptoms of hydrophobia that ought to
impress us with much more horror than dropsy

other disorders that

of the chest,

and

many

invade

our

neighbours

daily

and

relations,

though they hardly excite a sensation beyond
the precincts of the bedchamber, which is the
Nor is there
scene of the fearful spectacle.

-above one of our countrymen 72 @ million,
I presume, that annually falls a victim to
Assureciy both for the imhydrophobia.
provement of the art of physic,

and for the

‘sake of the suffering parties, I think-every
‘thing ought to be done to restore suspended
animation, and to pryent and cure hydro-
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occasioning any public measures, for relieving
_ the distress they felt, or repelling the danger
_ that threatened others.*

I had estimated the annual deaths from
consumption in this island, at one hundred
thousand.

very

has

writer

intelligent

An

கூ

lately calculated in the following manner.
“ If the importance of a disease be in pro* portion to the mortality, there is none so “‘ important in Great Britain and Ireland as
66
It appears
the pulmonary consumption.
or at least

“ that not fewer than one fourth,

“ one fifth of the deaths of the inhabitants
“ of London are occasioned by this malady ;
< that of 20,000

or 25.000,

‘© bills of mortality,

London

in the

annually from 4000

« 5000 are in the class of consumptions,

“ig

allowed

“ prehend

“
“
“
4

that these
more

than

half

of

the

It"
com-

present

inhabitants and that-the whole number of
Therefore
them is about one million.
here by
annually
perisl
8000 to 10,000,
only
Wales
If England and
this disease.

“ contain ten millions

of persons,

« then that 80,000 to 100,000
n
nn

not

bills do

to

victims

to consumption.”

it follows

fall yearly
(Medical and

* See a letter from the author to the Mayor of Bristol, on

this shocking subject, reprinted in the Monthly Magazine.
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tendency

care only for avhat is extraordinary,

to

and, as

far as may lie in the power of an individual,
to bring feeling to a conformity with interest,
I have devoted nearly the whole of the pre-

ceding

essays to the elucidation of the bad

cop.equences, resulting from the continuance
of mischievous

practices.

And

it would,

I

believe, make a very trifling difference in the
bills of mortality or in the sum total of
human misery, if we thought nothing of the
events, however melancholy each singly may
be, which come upon us through the visitation

of God, provided we were emancipated irom
such personal misfortunes, as can be immediately traced up to our own ignorance or

folly.

If then, we must make the option, let us

take heed

to our habits,- and leave casualties

to shift for themselves.
There are some disorders,

heretofore gene--

rally referred to the class of incidental,

as if

they were the products of the seasons or the
are exposed to the disease, are in possession of the knowledge,

by which they may be preserved. If any new spur is
wanting to our exertions on the subject of cancers, by what
argument, I, wonder, can it be shewn to be less necessary in

respect to consumption?
Is. it because for every one,
destroyed by cancer, a hundred are destroyed by con~
sumption ?.
;

FAINTNESS, FEVERISHNESS.

vigorously rubbed, and
tenderness for

the

without too great

imvalid’s

appears that the action,
in

this

way,

is in

heat produces

feelings.

excited

this

much more beneficial

7

case,

than

as usually

in
as

It

the skin
in

others,

that which mere

applied. _

FAINTNESS, FEVERISHNESS:
As during the peculiar susceptibility of
one set of organs, dangerous or fatal attacks
are thus liable to be incurred and thus easy
to be avoided, so in all states of the system,
and particularly in weak people, do very
obvious oversights
occasion
the
incon-veniencies,

named

at the head of this section.

Fatigue from travelling, or from long efforts

of attention, especially with fasting,
-of the conditions

under

which

they

is one

are most

apt to occur. The fatal effects of. too
liberally feeding a person, who has remained
" without victuals for

whole

days

and

nights

together, are very generally understood. But
this is only an extreme case of the same
kind. Persons, whose sensibility is too great
- and

their

muscular

coming off a journey

on

taking

_ Vol. IL.

too

much

force

too

small,

into a warm

food

3

or

room,

liquids

on

or

too
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‘oppression or physical anxiety in the others,
and violent flushing of the face with general
heat in stout men. Fainting depends on the
contractile powers of the heart and arteries
being either greatly impaired or altogether
destroyed for atime.
Flushing and general
heat and the quick and bounding pulse, which
may always, on such occasions, be detected
on examination, evidently depend on the
very opposite states of the whole or a part of ©
the same

organs.

Both

the

one,

therefore,

-and the other, may be avoided by attending
to two-things.

It follows, in the first place,

that we should be cautious, in proportion
to the readiness with which our organs
may

be overpowered

ordinary

agents,

by

ordinary

of suffering

into a state of exhaustion.

priety
repeated

of the

rule,.of

by medical

late

writers,

or extra-

them

Hence

so
not

to fall
the pro-

frequently
to

fast too

long in a state of convalescence or of debility

from any cause whatever.

Hence we see

how it happens that people, impaired by
too free use of wine, or by any species of
debauchery, are often so extremely injured
_ by the sports of the field. The consequence
of many a fox-chase must be greater lability
to an attack of gout in the stomach, or at
least, great increase of indigestion where that
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the wane have felt out for themselves the
propriety of, carrying a sandwich into the
field —The same ought to be done even

by many

of those

whom

we

hear most

loudly proclaiming the power of their stomach

to stand the longest blockade from hunger.
For their countenance and their own confessions if they are properly interrogated, and

their

whole

‘boast,

that

habit,

so-flatly

if the terms were

contradict

the

not injurious,

one might apply te them what Mr. Pore says
of a well-known structure—
. Where London’s

ean

pointing to the skies,

Like a tall bully, lifts the head and lies,

There is yet another simple observance
which I would strongly recommend;
and
that is, when the hounds are at fault and the
hunters find themselves heated by exertion, to

‘dismount and walk till the scent is recovered ;
as also, at the close of the chace, to provide
for some additional cloathing, while their

jaded steed bears them homewards as slowly
as foot can fall.
more cloathing
dient.

Indeed, earlier in the day,
would be frequently expe-.

It isin vain

fora man to vote

himself

hardy.

Partaking

in

a diversion

requires

-hardihood

will

quality;

as seems to be sometimes supposed,

not

7

confer

which
that

ந
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a
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FEBRILE CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
Whatever may be the extent to which
treatises on fevers, comprehending the description and treatment, the varieties produced
by climate and other topics generally run,
the surest rules of prevention in our own
country,

with the reasens of thase rules, will

go into a narrow compass.
The researches
of the moderns have done mitch towards
illustrating this part of medicine: and the
better

a doctrine

is

understood,

the

more

concisely can it almost always be delivered,

The first position has long been established
beyond controversy, though physicians are
far from being agreed concerning the exact
bounds to which it extends. Certain disorders
and fevers among others, are communicated by

‘actual contact

of the person labouring under

them, and even by a near approach without
actual contact. This has always been a matter

of fatal experience in the febrile disorders of
our climate.
Every body has seen how
catching the measles are. Some parents have
-voluntarily exposed- their children to the
society of persors, infected with the smallpox; and the result has justified the principle, _

@

a
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the present professor of the practice of physic
at Edinburgh, has lately
following particulars.*
He

furnished the
was informed,

he says, by the Rev. Mr. Cartyte,

Arabic

professor at Cambridge, who has resided at
Constantinople, and had many opportunities
of observing the plague, that it has scarcely
ever been known to pass the nairowest streets
and alleys—probably such as are not ten feet
wide ; and that people are safe in their own
houses, while it rages in the opposite, owing
to the diffusion of the effluvia in much air.
Dr. Russet prescribed from a window for

patients, ill of the plague in the street below
him

at four feet

distance, without

receiving

the smallest detriment, though on account of
the tendency of the effluvia to ascend in the
air, rarified by the heat of patient’s bodies,
that was the most dangerous position.
But
the second observation, communicated by
Dr. Grecory, is still more in point.
Mr.
Tatnsu, late surgeon of the Theseus, when
off the coast of Syria, in 1799, received

on board Captain
seamen, ill of the
placed in a cabbin
all medicines and

Purrippeaux and four
plague.
The captain was
by himself.
He rejected
died on the fourth day.

¥: Report ofthe Newcastle-upon-Tyne Committee. p. 4.

௩.
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wherever admittance for it could be found.
Fumigations were performed and the boy well
washed with vinegar twice a week. Canvas

was nailed up to divide the healthy from the
sick, and wetted with vipegar.

The seamen

liable to the infection, slept in part upon the
poop under an awning, and partly in other
places as remote as possible from the infected.
By these simple means was
contagion
rendered perfectly inert; nor was a single
additional person infected during the voyage.
(Dr. Clarke’s appendix, p., 25.)
_ A forcible proof of the circumscribed

sphere of contagion,

is deducible from the

history of hospitals, in which there are
distinet wards or rooms for the reception of
patients, who apply for admission, when ill of
contagious

fever.

Dr.

James

Hami.ton,

‘physician to the Edinburgh hospital, attests
that since the appointment of separate wards
for

persons,

labouring under fever, the com-

munication of infection from those wards is
unknown to him:
The arrangement is of
many years standing, and Dr. Hamitron
practised in the hospital before and since.
(Collection p. 90.)
Dr. RuTHerrorp adds
that when low fevers infect the other parts of
_the hospital, they have not originated there,
but been introduced.
(tb. p. 91.)
An

~

௮
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mis-

(the master and

other persons,

in 1801.

DISEASES.

died of low fever

woman

had,

as

it

appeared on enquiry, been incautiously turning over the linen from the fever-wards before
it had been steeped in water. The two other
fatal accidents are thus accounted for.—The
apartments of the master and mistress are so

neat the passage,

at which all persons enter

~ the workhouse, that the door of a coach,

as

‘it brings up a patient ill of fever, must open
In
within. a foot or two of the window.
prevalent,
extremely
being
1801, typhus
<‘ there was an unusual pressure for admitThey were
tance into the fever-wards.
‘¢ filled beyond all former precedent, and
<* many were obliged to be sent away. The
“ examination of these unhappy persons in
« their unclean and contagious state, un<¢ washed and unventilated, and the rejection
s° of them,

where

necessary, devolved

on the

“© master and mistress—attentive and humane
* persons—who doubtless fell victims to this

This is the
«« dangerous and painful duty.
make a
who
* opinion of their successors,
‘* point of never approaching within a yard
* or two of suspected fevers, and have

s¢ hitherto
Vol. IIL.

escaped.
Se

The. porter,
OS

who has

aie
ம
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same roof in different hospitals with patients,
ill of

that

fever,

the

it will strike

And

as impossible

influence of contagion

have reached

from one

him

should

them, if it extend

apartment

yeeamong

a

to

not

so far as

another adjacent.

number

of

medical prac-

titioners, intent upon this very subject, no
one has observed an instance of the kind,

where

proper measures

few straggling

most

were

instances,

part loosely reported,

indicate

the

distant

pursued.

and

these

which

action of

The
for the

seem

to

contagion,

cannot be allowed to outweigh the vast mass
of opposite evidence. For if it be difficult to
prevent the introduction of gross prohibited
wares into a territory, must it not be nearly
_ impossible to guard all the abodes of the

healthy and sick againsta material too subtle
to be an object of any of our senses, and at

the same time so transportable,

that it may

be conveyed from place to place on the skirt
of a coat, in a rag, a bit of lint, or a lock of
“ are
wool! ‘“ Men” says Dr. Fenwicx,

often

exposed

to the near action of con-

5 tagion without its being discovered; and if,

« under these circumstances, they are seized
« with fever, the disease may be readily at-

“ tributed to some more distant exposure, of
* which they have beenaware. I cannot illus~

j

e

4

௮.
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trials: upon a large scale, and continued for
years, contagion shews no power to strike far
off,it follows that it can have no such power. -

Of a truth, so essential to the consolation
and security of society, there yet remain
if possible, stronger

proofs,

‘Fhus at

still.

feverSt. Thomas’s hospital in London,
patients are indiscriminately mixed with
others, but the wards are kept us sweet as
the

of

apartments

says Dr.

Buane,

a

private

Here,

house.

instance,

no

“ there was

_ * during the last ten years of my attendance,
of any medical gentleman, patient or nurse
« having caught a fever—This was not the
of

cleanliness

“ and ventilation were adopted.”

(appendir

before

₹₹ case

proper

means

Inanother place, the same physician

_p. 45.)

relates that when infectious fevers occur in
private families he* constantly assures the

family without having been once mistaken,
that if perfect cleanliness and sweet air be

maintained, -there is no occasion to fear
infection. (Collection p. 102.) Dr. WILLAN
remarks

that it is

well

ascertained by

expe-

rience in many places that if there be no
close intercourse, the most malignant fever
may

subsist

in

one

chamber

of

a

house

without affecting any inhabitant of the other
a
apartments—an observation he has made

ட
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observations pretty nearly coincide with this
result.* Dr, Currin supposes that contagion, issuing

from a person in

low fever,

infect at more,than the distance of

ச

ow

free Sir. .

:

> ebe 1 story of the communication of eae
tagion in opposite circumstances is exactly the.
reverse. It is in the confined and filthy habitations ef the poor, that the matter which

excites low, putrid, nervous fever, is generated;
and there, for want of free admission of the air,
it is so certainly communicated, that wherever
one inhabitant sickens; others catch the disease.

With regard to this fact, there is a great consent.
among observers ; and it has been estimated
- that every poor person ill of fever, infects two
or three.
One or two examples will sYastrate the pro=
duction of contagion :from filth and confinemeént.. I choose first extreme cases, but the.

conclusion as I will afterwards prove,

may

be

* J found that the pernicious effects of the variolous
matter were limited toa very narrow sphere. In the open
air and in moderate cases, I discovered that the infectious
Hence it is probable
distance does not exceed half a yard.

that, even when the distemper is malignant, the infectious

er
influence extends but to a few yards from the poison.
confined
is
fevers
of
contagion
the
that
d
soon also discovere
(Letter to Dr. Peretval. p. 8.) ~
to anarrower sphere.
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neighbourhood of the sick, underwent the
usual chemical changes, in a heat nearly or
quite equal to the human body, and turned

So

{Gee

86

forms

es

ae

CONTAGIOUS

றாக

ஆட...

matter,

the excifinecause of fever.

fever

அண்டக்

which

Of the

thirty and forty from

ee

‘one ship, died in crossing the Atlantic - - -

ee

The survivors arrived in a state of uncleanness,
sickness and want, seldom seen in America,

ee
ce
166
ee
86.
ee

66
Ce

but among the emigrants from that unhappy
country, who make so large a number of the
poor in the American hospitals and almshouses. So thoroughly contaminated with
their own corrupting excretions, were the
clothes and beds of these sufferers, that
the - - - éxhalations from them poisoned the

ல் air of the Marine hospital on Staten island,
[14

and

the

medical

attendants

and

nurses

sickened in the discharge of their humane
க்்
attentions.”
(New-York Med. Repository.
Vol. 1. ற. 70.)

ee

The following fact, which we owe to Dr.
RoxLo,

is more analogous

in common
4

«

66.

56
he

௫௨

life.

to what

happens

‘ One man of the horse

artillery was admitted into the hospital
with a suspicious fever, next day another.
This excited enquiry.
It was found they
came from two different barrack-rooms.
These were followed by other men, in all

oe
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low fever in thousands of instances as above.
The sickness of one patient cannot be traced

to any sick predecessor. It is a strong confirmation of the independent production of this
contagi

ch:

jlef Fevers originate among

eka
together, as among
sheep and hogs on board ship.
If pestilence
follow famine with great regularity. it may
be that the effluvia from an impoverished
habit are more liable to the contagious fermentation, or that the debilitated are more
‘Teadily infected by floating effluvia, or that
famished

human

creatures

have

not spirit

to

‘keep themselves clean, and so filth accumu-_
lates unusually under distress.
‘Though,
in —
ordinary times, we are assured that the lowest
class do not put clean sheets on their beds
thrice in the year; and that where no sheets
are used, they never wash, or scour their
ப...
(WFillan’s reports).
That intermittent and remittent fevers, in
most. cases, spring from marsh exhalations,
the concurrence of innumerable observations

compels

us to believe.

Though

it be cer-

tain that other agents, as cold applied in a
‘eertain manner, will also produce perfect
agues.
But what substances precisely they
are, which working together engender the
noxious. effluvia of
க்தி grounds, no in-
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advantage in setting about to change it. As
the air has-so much effect in rendering it
innoxious,

may

one

suppose

it an oxydable

substance?
This would explain some of the
phenomena-b<ccer than any other conjecture.
It wow enable us to understand the security
of a free atmosphere, and the danger from

approaching patients in close rooms:
out this
tinguish
_ trated, as
ons. But

With-

supposition, we may however disthe impropriety
of the term covcenapplied to contagion in such situatiby its help, the existence of it in its

original state for want of the access of oxygen

in the atmosphere surrounding

the patient,

and the danger of such an atmosphere become
apparent. We

can

also’ better

understand

certain anomalies or extraordinary phznomena; and may also hope to reconcile the
advocates for the marrow sphere of contagion

in open places, and their opponents. - When
ontagion settles on the clothes of a sick
person, it probably assumes a more consoli- .
dated form than as it issues from the body:
—in the latter it may be more expanded and
more open to the action of the atmosphere.
Many authors have observed that infection
from clothes is more common than from conBut if the contact or approach of the sick.
Vol. Ill.
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in different proportion,

With a'slight
variation

CONTAGIOUS

in

‘variation in

addition
the

in

morbid

some

the seoustibation

or perhaps
cases.

effects

தர

The

bespeak

a

of the poison,

though past
it
fot. be forgotten that difference of susceptibility will create the greatest

diversity of effects. How ரம் ௩ the
small-pox in different individuals: inoculated
with the same lancet! From a variety of
observations, it would appear that the effluvia,
which excite the small-pox, are much more
widely diffused, other circumstances being
equal, than those, from which our low fever
springs. That is, according to the preceding
supposition, they do not quite so readily
combine with the oxygen
It must

not,

in this place,

of the atmosphere.
be concealed

that

arom

variolous matter in a liquid state does not
soon lose its property of communicating the.

small-pox; and in a dry state it is found to
resist the full action of the atmosphere for a
“ I have
jong time, certainly fora month.
“ tried” says Dr. Currie, “ whether vario* lous matter, exposed to the air, and indeed

*« to the wind, can communicate the disease
2: by inoculation, and the result has been as
The disease was communi“ J expected.
66 cated with the usual certainty and success,

J inoculated three patients at the same time.
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variolous effluvia, imbedded in purulent matter, are infiyitely more protected from the action of the air, than as they issue from living
surfaces. By an agent, much more powerful,
under the present point of view, than atmospheric air, we know that liquid variolous matter may be very speedily deprived of its power
to infect.
wich,

Thus,

Mr. CrutxsHanx

in March

recent small-pox

1795,

teok

two

matter from

of Wool-

portions

the same

of

per-

son, and exposed one portion to oxygenated ©
mutriatic gas for a few minutes, and with it
inoculated the left arms of three drummers,
while the right arms were inoculated with
some of the other portion.
The punctures
of the left arms had no marks of
tion, except what simple puncture
and they entirely disappeared in a
But the right arms took on the
“4 action, and in two of the persons

" a general eruption.
‘tition,

was

inflammaproduces,
few days.
variolous
there was

The experiment, on repe-

attended

with

the same

result.

(Rollo on Diabetes, first ed. p. 61.)
These experiments would probably have
led, by analogy, to a method of destroying
all sorts..of febrile contagion,

had

not

such

a method been already discovered with regard ~
to some.

remove

As

it is,

they admirably serve

any of those scruples, which

to

might

|

Tc

oa 1"

from

Mr. Morveau

operating.

The
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second

manner

objection

is

of

well

founded in the abstract, but does not apply to

‘The nitrous acid
the purpose in debate.
vapours are pyoved by the common process for
distillingenitrous acid to be condensable without
‘yvater, while those of the marine acid are not,

The latter therefore will continue longer afloat
and

This,

spread further.

alike,

would,

ferable.

therefore,

be

other things being
undoubtedly pre-

But experiment has decided in favour of

the sufficieney of nitrous acid fumes: and their
advantage consists in their being generally little

apt to provoke coughing,
and

too dense a volume,
Attended

with

but

unless discharged in
also

momentary

in their

being

inconvenience,

and no danger, if this should happen,

| PRACTICAL INFERENCES.
_ The method of preventing febrile infection,
follows of itself from the preceding discussion.
To speak strictly, indeed, it reduces itself to a
single rule.

Destroy

contagion by acid fumi-~

gations. The fumes of nitrous acid are raised
by throwing nitre into warm oil of vitriol.
Let a little sand be warmed to somewhat above
the heat of boiling water,

that is, to a degree

considerably beyond what the hand can bear.

~

மு 4
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been added to the oil of vitriol, it awill expel no
more fumes; and must therefore be changed.
Common salt may be used in the same way
as nitre with oil of vitriol. But if the salt be
well dried first, mo heated 2nd will be necessary
in- the begénning

; and

aie oie

it “need

not

be so strongly heated. :
It ought not to be concealed that the oxyge-_

nated muriatic acid, when too freely inspired,
produces swooning,
ப் and a variety of
disagreeable sensations.
With the slightest
discretion,

however,

it ‘may be used for the

prevention of infection; and there is only one
precaution: necessary, which

I have

found it

easy to impress upon persons, perfectly unaccustomed to chemistry. It has the convenience
of not requiring artificial heat; and I should
undoubtedly ‘piers it to all known agents.
Dr. ௦2௩௦,

in his excellent

account

of the

royal artillery hospital, at Woolwich, directs,
on

thé authority

follows

;

of Mr.

CrurksHanK, ag

“ Take of pulverized manganese

two

© parts—of common salt four parts—of oil of
ன vitriol

three

parts—of

water

one part—

“ When a patient is admitted with an infectious.

“ disease, or where there are patients with

* sores having offensive discharges, one or two
« gallypots are placed in the wards, with about
<* three ounces of the manganese and salt, to
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bandic ane sick, par-

லப
in cases of the scarlet fever, it may
not be a superfluous care to wash the mouth
and hands, and to wet the inside of the nostrils
with vitriolic, mitrous er-marine acids, suffici-

ently djluted to be agreeable.
Where glazed
dresses are used to protect the skin, the mucous
membrane will

be liable to the effuvia ; these

- surfaces being probably much more susceptible
of contagious impressions, than those which are
covered by the cuticle.

Every thing that has been in contact with
the patient, as foul linen, should be
into water slightly acidulated with
these acids.
And where it can be
niently done, all the evacuations of

thrown
one of
convethe sick

should be received into acidulated water. In
‘short, the acids should be as freely used as
possible in
i every circumstance, belonging to
contagious febrile
affected wih
persons,
disorders.
With respect to other substances, which
hhave been used at various times as anti-con“¢tagious, such as incense, camphor, the smoke
“58 tobacco, whatever effect they may have
in rendering smells less offensive, experience

has amply shewn that they are destitute of
of power-to destroy contagion.
Of course,
they could afford no security. -
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பத் human nature, restore to us the
flessing of intellectual he,lth, the niceties of

a

் those compositions, over

Which the artist and

the amateur hang till they both sicken, may
come to be referred to one class with the
quaintnesses of the literary age that preceded Swirt and Apptson.! Even in the
periods»
Roperrson and Greson, there

may, heteafter, be discovered exactly the kind
wi fault that disgusted the poet in T1mon’s
illa— _

Grove nods at grove, each alley has a brother,
And half the platform just reflects the other.

fo.

/

| Wherever

I could

find or recollect

ideas

suitable to my purpose, I have freely seized —
them by a right, I believe, universally ac-

~ sknowledged to reside

இன்கம் treatises.
fxhe

elements

of the

in the authors

For
most

ig re mely, that of living.

of ele-

I too had to deliver
important

of arts,

In such an arena, *t

‘ ¥weould have been the idlest of all vanities to

டல்! empt a display, of the talent of origmality% Haare, where they equally suited my pur“|

‘

©

“se, I.preferred facts

from

the experience

_fothers, as supposing they would carry with

ள் hem superior agithority.—Many of our lite-

wy connoisseursyhave imbibed a strong dis-

_ ke of the productions .of the German pres
ad our vile translations<of
ன இயன்

create this feeling. Indeed, ~
inevitably
“Wpust
ingethe”be
lles lettres Very few.

.

of their authors

he
;

16

please readers familiar with thos
e of
‘ut Greece and Rome, and with the best
of

ப அண்ட Italy, France, and England. But
_ their compilations are conv
enient, and their
ஆ

தகர்

ப

>

